
COMPANY PROFILE



WELCOME MODERNITY
FACE FUTURE CHALLENGES
PROPOSE INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

SPEAKING ALWAYS THROUGH ITS 
ITALIAN SPIRIT



ITALIAN SPIRIT: THE VALUE OF 
BEAUTY STARTING FROM ITS ORIGINS 
DEEPLY ROOTED IN THE TERRITORY 
OF MARCHE REGION, GIORGIO GRATI 
CREATES, PRODUCES, SPREADS 
OUT WORLWIDE THE CULTURE OF 
ITALIAN BEAUTY

Giorgio Grati, for 50 years, is linked by a double thread to the highest concept of Made in Italy. 
For the value of its creativity expressed by clothing collections, for a deep industrial capacity expressed by its company system, and for 
the ability to combine a deep knowledge of  handmade techniques rooted in the territory with business expertise and international view.  



“THE COMPANY”
From here the exclusivity of Giorgio Grati starts: a strong bond, so ancient and so modern, with the highest concept of Italian spirit. 
Today this unbreakable bond with all aspects of Made in Italy becomes even deeper.  A path of global “renewal” has brought novelty 
and innovation through a new development of the long tradition of Giorgio Grati  showing a solid, recognizable and modern company’s 
culture, strengthening worldwide the brand.



Skilful hand-manufacturing techniques join technological performances with the most updated electronic equipments, under the 
leadership of highly qualified staff trained to professionally respond to the evolution of technology, but also to have the ability to 
recover the tradition of “handmade”. 
The purest craftsmanship intersects with the most extreme innovation. 

A production chain based on a structured and controlled organization, ready to study innovative solutions for providing targeted 
assistance to solve any kind of problem. All production phases begin and end inside the company, with the sole help of some 
selected and specialized external production workshops. 
The company culture combines the handicraft skill with an industrial organization. 

Strong and recognizable design identity for Italian creativity with a desire to experiment new paths. Collections express unquestionable 
creative vision, undeniable precision in the execution, authenticity of materials and a deep desire for innovation to achieve always a 
goal of all Italian exclusivity: by selecting the best yarns, drawing the most original prints, creating knitted unique items.



Unmistakable sign of a sensual and self-confident femininity, the new collection for Spring - Summer 2020 interprets the versatile style 
of the contemporary woman.
Bright colors, poppy red and cyclamen pink as a hymn to the “joie de vivre”. In contrast, a dusty palette, in the sign of neutrality that puts 
the accent on a moderate minimalism with a neo-colonial taste.
A touch of romanticism is given by light viscose knitwear, cotton gabardine, made with high quality cotton fibers, printed cotton voile 
and printed chiffon with pictorial floral bouquets.

THE COLLECTION



THE SHOWROOM IN MILAN 
A meeting point of excellence, prestigious and strategic, to welcome collections in the exclusive world of Giorgio Grati. A space of 300 
square meters overlooking Via Gesù and Via della Spiga designed to  meet  national and international wholesale customers. Here is created 
a direct link, without filters, between the brand and the customers - buyers, distributors and agents. Every aspect related not only to the 
presentation, but also and above all to collections sale and promotion is analyzed and managed directly by the company’s internal sale 
structure. A targeted advice to every problem, supporting the search for new retail solutions, proposing an integrated sales strategy.



Giorgio Grati | Via De Gasperi 32 | Camerano AN | + 39 071 7301611 | info@giorgiograti.it
Showroom Via Gesù 21 I Milano | +39 02 76014540 | showroommi@giorgiograti.it
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